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ENCLOSURE

WATTS BAR AND BELLEFONTE NUCLEAR PLANTS UNITS I AND 2 
QUALIFICATIONN OF RR/DUR SUMP VALVE ROOM 

NCRs WI NEB 8207 AND ELM MIB 8204 
fBRD-50-390/82-42, WBID-50-391/82-39 
&LR-50-438/82-349 BLRD-50-439/82-31 

10 CFR 50.55(e) 
REVISED FINAL REPORT 

Description of Deficiency 

Electrical penetrations in the Watts Bar residual heat removal (RHR) 
and Bellefonte decay heat removal (DHR) sump valve rooms do not meet 
the criteria specified in their respective FSARs. The FSAR states 
that the sump valve rooms will be designed for the sawm conditions as 
containment and would serve as a means to provide leaktight enclosure 
for the single valve and oiping between the containment and the 
valve. Some electrical penetrations into these rooms will not meet 
the leaktight criteria.  

The cause of this deficiency for the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WBN) was the 
failure to establish and implement required design criteria for the 
RHR sump valve rooms in accordance with section 6.2.4.2.4 of the FSAA.  
The FSAR and apolicable design criteria 'ir the Bellefonte Nuclear Plant 
(BLNP) provided the necessary guidance for the design of a leaktight 
enclosure. However, the criteria relative to the electrical penetrations 
for the DHR sump valve rooms was interpreted to bC consistent with the 
existing design for WB4.  

Safety Implications 

WBN 

This nonconformance constitutes a devia*'on from the design specified in the 
FSARS. However, TVA considers the FSAR commitments in this area to exceed 
the general design criteria (GDC) of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. Based on the 
following, TVA believes the safe operation of the plant will not be impaired 
by this condition.  

At WBN, there are two RHR sump valve rooms per unit. Each room contains the 
RHR sunp valve, containment spray sump valve, and corresponding sump piping 
for a single piping train. (See Figure 1, attached.)

In the WBN FSAR, TVA makes the following coinitments:



1. ?SAN Section 6.2.4.1 states:

The isolation function of an engineered safety feature or syc- required 
to test an engineered safety feature requires one barrier to remin 
functional after the ocourreroe of a 8ingle active ftilure. Wormll), 
this is aoomplished bf providing two isolation valves in series. If it 
can be shown that a single active failure can be aoomodated with only 
one valve in the line and that fluid system reliability is enhanced by a 
single valve over two valves in series, then one valve snd a closed 
system both located outside of the containment are acceptable. The 
single valve and piping between the containment and the valve shall be 
enclosed in a protective leaktight housing to prevent leakage to the 
atmosphere in the event of external leakage.  

2. FSAR Section 6.2.4.2.4 states:

The valve compartments are designed for the sam 
containment.  

Based upon the assumed worst case accident described 
calculations determined the corresponding conditions 
follows:

conditions as the 

in 2 above, TVA 
inside the room to be as

0-24 Hours after accident:

Air pressure 

Hydraulic pressure 

Temperature 

Radiation dose

- 15 lb/in2 from inside 

- 10 lb/in2 from inside (water to 719'-3" from melted 
Ice, RWST contents, and reactor coolant) 

- 2500 F 

- 1.0 x 108 rads

24-720 Hours after accident:

Air pressure 

Hydraulic pressure 

Temperature 

Radiation dose

- Negligible 

- 24.0 11 'in 2 from inside (water to 750'-0" as required 
to remove fuel after certain primary system rupture) 

- 1900 F 

- 1.0 x 108 rads

Section 3.1 of the FSAR also requires that certain typea of failures must be 
withstood hy the plant design. The design crittria for a passive failure of 
a fluid system considers: "a break in the pressure boundary resulting in 
abnormal leakage not exceeding 50 gal/min for 30 minutes." This room was thus 
intended to be designed to contain a spill due to a break inboard of the RHR 
sump and containment spray sump isolation valves.



The electrical penetrations from :ti auxiliary building into the RHR sump 
valve room employ cylindrical steel sleeves through the ceilingr. tYS 
fittings and Chico filling compound were placed in the sleeve to fill the gap 
between the steel sleeve and the electrical cables running through the 
sleeve. This type of penetration is a standard design and is a comonlv used 
low pressure boundary electrical penetration throughout the plant.  

Tt has been shown that the Chico compound breaks down when exposed to large 
doses of radiation and could lose its atbility to act as a leaktight pressure 
bhoundlary. Thus, an electrical penetration using Chico copound does not meet 
the ?SAR commitwnts.  

Two possible solutions to this deficiency have been investigated by TVA: 

1. Seal the room to required leaktightness.  

1. Show by evaluation that the existing design is acceptable and 
meets the intent of the original design.  

The first step taken was to check into the cost, time, and feasibility of 
installing qualified electrical pen'.trations into the room. As a result of 
this investigation, it was determined that only primary containment type 
elvctrical penetrations would meet the environmental conditions which were 
assumed to occur in the slump valvei room. A total of I electrical 
penetrations would be needed per *init with a production lead time of 
approximately 1 to 1-1/2 years. After considering the long lead time which 
could possibly impact fuel loading, it was decided to evaluate the 
feasibility of the second solution.  

The initial ztep in -'itri.in".1"' th. e -o"o?3 is "hv *oxistad with the 
improper electrical penetrations were acceptable was to examine the design 
basis for the sump valve rooms.  

As with B.ny other WBN features, the design for this room is based on 
Westinghouse experience with other plant designs. The original design basis 
for this room at another Westinghouse plant similar to WBN is ('escribed in 
its P/FSAR as follows.  

1. To prevent rndiactive material from leaking to the atmosphere by 
containing any sump line or isolation valve leakage. This will act to 
reduce the offsite dose.  

2. To prevent loss of recirculation fluid from the sump during a LOCA. Loss 
of recirculation fluid in large quantities will reduce the ability to 
cool the core and containment atmosphere post-LOCA.  

From the ihabove design basis, this room is to be leaktight and withstand the 
LOCA conditions of primarv containment. In addition, the pressures seen in 
the room will he larger than containment LOCA conditions due to the 
additional pressure of the water head in the containment sump which are 
directly additive to the containment atmospheric pressure.  

As seen above, the priary concerns with regard to the sump valve rooms 
result from leakage into the room. Three types of failures mav he 
considered which would result in leakage into the RHR sump valve room:



1. A passive MR psum line failure inboard of the oontaiunt isolation 
valves.  

2. A passive failure of the MR muw or oontainunt spray MAP Isolation 
valve bodies.  

3. A valve packing leak.  

Following a review of the concern cited In the KC1, it is TWA's position that 
catastrophic sunp line or sump valve failures which will result in larre 
leakage into this rwoo are not credible. The particular failures and bases 
for incredibility of those failures are as follows: 

Pipe Rupture: A pipe break of the MUB sump line in the valve room need not 
be considered because this line will only he in use after an accident. gipe 
break studies for normal operation do not consider these lines, as they are 
not in use during noral operation.  

The RHR sump line process pipe along with the sump line flued head and guard 
pipe form the RHR sump line penetrations assembly. The process pipe was 
determined to be the component of the assembly with the least overdesign.  
Applying the mximum design (nonpressure) loads to the process pipe 
simultaneously with the application of a pressure equal to four times the 
maximum calculated accident pressure (4 x 25 lb/in^g z 100 lb/in2 g) 
results in a process pipe critical fiber stress which is less than the pipe 
yield stress.  

The entire penetration assembly is analyzed to quality group B requirements 
and experiences very little movement. Additionally, the integrity of the 
isasembly '.i tested during tvpe A containment isolation testing.  

Weld Integrity: The welds to the isolation valves and other wel 4s 'i the 
pip@ between the containment sump and the valves were tested per the 
requirements listed on TVA weld and NDT requirements drawing 471313-74-1-1.  
Welds tested to this criteria are qualified as Class B welds, which is the 
appropriate classification for the containment boundary.  

Valve Body Failure: Passive failure of the valve body of each isolation 
valve is also considered to be not credible. These valves are always closed 
during nora-". operation. The RHA suMp valves are qualified to 600 lb/in2 

gauge (at 4 )OF) and the containment spray valves are Qualified to 200 
lb/in2 gauge (at 25007), uch higher than the 25 lb/in' gauge they will 
experience when the line is in use (after a LOCA). The valves will also 
experience only moderate temperatures (1900! maximum) and are tested during 
Type A containment isolation testing. Welds to the valves have been 
radi -%graphically tested. As before, these valves are analogous to the RHB 
torus isolation valve of a BWR for which no passive failures are considered.



Postulated Lmawi. 7T% ''
1 *' oamining postulated leakage into the hR suM)p 

valve room therefore would come from minor Suo ps l.em Pp'! ."C M the 
Isolation valves. These valves were purohased co ;he speoification of no 
stem leakage. Taking advantae of stvte-of-tho-srt technology, TVA has 
replaced the packing in mot of its eCCS valves, including these valves, with 
rifoail type graphite packing. This packing has been sh.r to drastically 

redu'v' "he amount of any stea leakage in a valve. Since the containment 
SpmY arnd the RHR sup valves are designed to 00 and 600 lb/in2 , 
-espectively, the Orafoil packtng is designed for correspondingly high 
pressures, theopis almost negtligible, and the valves are rarely opened, 
there vwill be virtually no leakage. Again, this case is analogous to the 
case of the pac'iinq of the RHR torus isolation valve of a DWI.  

It should be noted that NIC Standard Review Plan (SUP) 6.2.4 does not 
require this room to be designed to the conditions of primarv containment, 
onl'/ that it he enclosed In a controlled leakage housing. The auxiliary 
building and the auxiliary building gas treatment system which contain the 
RHO sump valve roaaom maet the criterion of a controlled leakage housing.  
Other nuclear plants similar to Watts Bar have no enclosure such as a room or 
pressure vessel around their RMR sump valves. In these instances, the valves 
are located In the auxiliary building along with the other valves and piping 
in tte HMI system which are located outside containment.  

For the reasons described previously, the piping, welds, and valves a.,e all 

iual!fiel to withstand post-LOCA conditions without any passive failures.  
Thus, leakage intc the RHR sump valve room will he virtually nonexistent.  

In summary, it is the intent of the WMN FSAR coltments to have a leaktight 
sump valve room which meets post-LOCA conditions, thus ensuring that there 
would not he a loss of reactor coolant from the sumo and that offilte 'lose 
limits would not be exceeded. As was demonstrated by the ultraconservatisa 
of the design for the conditions that would exist, the intent is more than 
adequately met with the existing design. Therefore, the RHR sump valve room, 
as it exists, .s acceptable and is not necessary from a plant safety 
standpoint.  

%LM 

Failure of the containment isolation valve In the DNA sump valve rooms would 
expose the alecprical penetrationi to an environment f3r which they were not 

qualifted. The result!ng postulated leak of radioactive water could exceed 

allowable radiation levels thereby adversely affecting the safe operation of 
the plant.  

Corrective Action 

WBN 

No steps are necessary to correct the am-constructed RHR sump 
valve rooms at VN for the reasons discussed above under the WSN safety 
implications.



TtA consiers th event whiach led to the saup valve roor not being 
constructed in accordance with FSAN comitents to be an isolated occurrence.  
Therefore, no actions to prevent recurrence art necessa ry.  

The Wtfts ar PSAN is r*nl rwevised to aounrmteAy r*.:.;At "U!lent 
configuration.  

BjLN 

Upon completion of the VWb MR sump valve room analyis, an initial 
investiation was performed for the piping in the DHR sump valve room 
at 9LN. It wM determined that the DI sump valve piping has an internal 
deuisn preusure of about 75 Ib/in2g and would erperience a Ixium internal 
pressure of 58 Ib/in2g. The 75 Ib/in2 g design pressure gives the ELM 
piping a conservatism in design which is less than that at Wb.  

Although it Msw felt that sufficient conservatism Was present in the 
BLM design, it was decided to proceed with the installation of 
qualified electricPl penetrations into the DHX sump val-e roas. This 
would provide an extra margin of safety and expedite solution of the 
problem.


